
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

AudioControl Introduces the 3-Zone ACX-BT3 Bluetooth® Controller  
 

Premium Bluetooth interface delivers outstanding sound quality, IPX6-rated durability, and easy 
access to volume control over three separate zones at the touch of a button  
 

Seattle, WA, July 25th, 2022 – AudioControl (audiocontrol.com) has introduced the ACX-BT3, a 

premium Bluetooth controller providing independent volume adjustment over three stereo zones or 

control of all three zones simultaneously. The ACX-BT3 is the ultimate solution for marine, 

powersports, and other applications where a Bluetooth-connected source is desired.  

The high-performance AudioControl ACX-BT3 has been engineered with an IPX6 rating to withstand 

the rigors of marine and powersports applications. Music enthusiasts will appreciate the superb 

sound quality of aptX HD, the most advanced 24-bit Bluetooth 5.0 audio codec, plus 4-volts of 

pristine audio output. With its clean design and elegant appearance, the ACX-BT3 features an AUX 

input for the integration of a wired audio source. A tap of the center button enables the user to 

effortlessly select which zone to control, clearly indicated by the color of the LED backlighting. The 

ACX-BT3 offers an elegant appearance and features integrated mounting holes for easy installation, 

making it the ideal solution for creating a high-performance, all-weather-rated, standalone sound 

system where a conventional head unit is impractical.  

“The ACX-BT3 is the ultimate solution for integrating a phone as a wireless entertainment source, 

providing users with a durable volume control option and output to three zones,” said Matthew 

Palumbo, National Sales Manager at AudioControl. “This is a truly high-performance wireless 

solution that will help create new opportunities for 12-volt specialists.”    

Perfect with AudioControl ACX Series Amplifiers 
AudioControl ACX Series Amplifiers are loaded with features and deliver superb sound quality for 
any system design, while featuring an amazingly compact overall footprint to ensure the easiest 
possible integration into confined spaces. Thanks to state-of-the-art conformal coatings, insulated 
gaskets, and loose-mating waterproof connectors, the AudioControl ACX lineup delivers 
breathtaking audio performance and superior build quality for marine and motorsports applications.  
 

The AudioControl ACX-BT3 is available now with a MAP price of $199.99  

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 
 

About AudioControl   

AudioControl is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative high-performance audio solutions for the 

residential, commercial, and automotive markets since 1977. Based in Seattle, WA, AudioControl offers 

premium quality home theater and whole-house entertainment products, distributed audio amplifiers for 

commercial applications and a legacy of outstanding car audio processors, amplifiers and OEM interface 

solutions sold and installed worldwide by qualified professionals. For more information about AudioControl, an 

AAMP Global company, visit audiocontrol.com or contact AudioControl at +1 425-775-8461 or e-mail 

sound.great@audiocontrol.com.  
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